
We have always been taught that “sharing is caring”. A true value which is nurtured at home first that 

spreads joy amongst others, but later builds as a social skill that gives you a sense of responsibility 

towards the society. The selfless attitude of sharing always brings a positive aura around you. It is indeed 

a value to be felt by heart, “the joy of giving”. 

A single act of kindness throws roots in all directions. The most valuable gift a human being can give 

others is caring through sharing. This simple phrase “sharing is caring” speaks volumes. Blessings that 

are shared have their boomerang effect. The more we share, the more we receive.

Finding genuine happiness and living a meaningful life can be achieved if we learn to be compassionate, 

selfless share with an open heart, without expecting anything in return. It is essential to teach children the 

high value that sharing takes in everyone's life and the importance of sharing tangible and intangible 

things with others. Sharing is not only about material things. It can be also done by sharing a smile, a 

listening ear, a comforting hug, your valuable time, knowledge, ideas and much more. Let's relish the joy 

of sharing and let others light their candles from what you share with them.

Dear Children, as we have reached at the final days of this academic year lets learn the value; to be kind is 

more important than to be a genius. Many times, what people need is not a brilliant mind that speaks but a 

SPECIAL HEART that listens. But remember, every charitable act should be bestowed upon the needy 

secretly. It is for your inner happiness, not for attention or benefits. We all should give what we have 

decided in our hearts to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion because God loves a “Cheerful giver”. 
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Dear Christites, 

From the Principal’s Desk
Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI
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Vice Principal's Message

My Dear Christites,

Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI

Financial Administrator's Message

Sharing is an important aspect of building positive relationships and 
fostering a sense of community. Teaching our children to share is teaching 
them compassion and love. Here are three qualities of sharing that can help 
strengthen these relationships.
Generosity: The act of sharing requires generosity, which means being 
willing to give without expecting anything in return. When we are generous 
in our sharing, we show that we care about others and are willing to make a 
meaningful contribution to their well-being.

Empathy: Sharing also requires empathy, which means being able to understand and relate to the experiences and 
needs of others. When we share with others, we show that we are willing to put ourselves in their shoes and offer 
support and assistance where it is needed.
Trust: Sharing also requires trust, which means having faith in others and believing that they will use what we 
share in a responsible and meaningful way. When we share with others, we demonstrate our trust in them and our 
willingness to work together to achieve common goals.
In conclusion, generosity, empathy, and trust are all important qualities of sharing that can help strengthen 
relationships and build a more connected and supportive community. By embodying these qualities, we can make 
a meaningful difference in the lives of others and contribute to the greater good.

Sharing is an important aspect of our lives that helps us build stronger 
relationships, spread happiness, and create a sense of community. As 
school students, it is essential to understand the significance of 
sharing and incorporate it into our daily lives.
To begin with, sharing can help us build stronger relationships with 
our friends, family, and classmates. When we share our belongings or 
our time with others, we show them that we care about them and 
value their presence in our lives. This, in turn, can help us create deeper bonds and foster a sense of trust and 
understanding.
Furthermore, sharing can also spread happiness and positivity. When we share something with others, we not only 
make them happy but also feel a sense of satisfaction and joy ourselves. Whether it is sharing a snack with a friend 
or helping a classmate with their homework, small acts of sharing can go a long way in brightening someone's day.
Lastly, sharing can help us create a sense of community and promote inclusivity. When we share our resources and 
time with others, we create a culture of collaboration and support. This can help us create a more welcoming and 
inclusive environment where everyone feels valued and respected.
In conclusion, sharing is an essential aspect of our lives that can help us build stronger relationships, spread 
happiness, and create a sense of community. As school students, we should make an effort to incorporate sharing 
into our daily lives and encourage others to do the same. By doing so, we can create a more supportive and 
inclusive environment and make the world a better place.

“Sharing is Caring”

Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI 



We thrive in the world of the opposites. Where there is joy, there is also sadness. Where there is laughter, 
there is also pain. An equal balance of both makes the world going, and reaffirms our faith in the lord.
Sharing, a severe term which comes in closeness to the eternal contentment. There is no enjoyment in 
possessing something valuable until you have someone to share it with. The theme of the month is 
'Sharing', and it's relevance is profound. In these formative years, where you learn the basics of academics 
and prepare yourself for the times to come, this is an important value that you can certainly embed in your 
hearts and practice with the ones who are in need. The most important aspect of sharing is not that you will 
lose or possess less of anything, it is a way through which you gain a lot more. Not only do you triumph in 
the portrayal of the values taught to you by your parents and the school, but also you are crowned by the 
one who you share your values or possessions with. In your school life, you may come across certain 
individuals who may seek help from you on various grounds. It can be for academics or at times 
emotional, lend yourself to those in need and help them with whatever they require so that they recover 
and praise the lord for he has gifted the world with people like you.
In this rat race today, people barely have time and are running after the materialistic gain and happiness. In 
this process of conquering the obvious, they often leave behind so many important aspects of life such as 
relationships or inner peace and become lonely. It is then you should step up, lend your hand and share 
your peace with such beings. Sharing doesn't take anything away from you, instead you 
are blessed with the abundance of it. You see a man with hunger, offer him food. You see a 
friend who is struggling with the academics, share your knowledge. The world today 
needs an ear, a patient mind and a benevolent heart. Sharing the same with any tormented 
soul can pacify him and make him feel worthy of living.
A life lead for others, is a life worthwhile!

Ms. Pooja Neogi

Editorial Board
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Dear Christites,
SHARING

FEBRUARY AT A GLANCE

· VIJAYEEBHAVA
· IMPACT OF EDUCATORS' MINDSET ON THE HOLISTIC 

DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNERS.
· ANNUAL DAY
· AWARDS
· A DAY WITH JESUS YOUTH GROUP
· SEVA SMARANA
· MISSION MEDITATION

MARCH AT A GLANCE

· THE VISIT TO SCIENCE MEGA EXPO AT NIMHANS
· A VISIT TO THE KANNADA BHAVANA AND 

KALASHETRA MUSEUM
· A VISIT TO KARNATAKA CHITRAKALA PARISHATH
· FAREWELL TO Ms RANI TENY
· FR. REJI KOODAPPATTU'S FEAST DAY CELEBRATION



VIJAYEEBHAVA- Be Successful

“Set your goals High and always Dream Big Because 
you are only as big as the dreams you dare to live.”

rd On 3  February,2023 we bid farewell to our batch of 
class 10. Rev Fr. Jobi Thomas Thurackal, CMI was 
the chief guest for the day. Along with the celebration 
of the happy transition of 192 vibrant young 
Christites to a wide world of accomplishment, in this 
solemn ceremony, the outgoing batch was 
surrendered to God Almighty in the prayer service. 
The parents, the dignitaries and the teachers 
showered their blessings upon the students. At the 
later part of the program, the students shared their 
experiences they had gathered in these many years of 
their school life in this temple of learning. For the 
outgoing batch, this special day was a culmination of 
many years of hard work in the relentless pursuit of 
knowledge.
Dear outgoing students of class 10, the Christ ICSE 
family always want you to see yourselves as good 
and responsible individuals. Never allow selfish 
interest to blemish the integrity you have nurtured 
over the years in this great institution. Think big and 
be optimistic in whatever you are 
doing.
Wishing you the very best for your 
future.

Ms Indrani Bose
Animator-Class 9





Annual Day forms an integral part of our school 
activities. It is an occasion of celebration, 
felicitation, feast and festivity when students 
present not only their wonderful performances but 
also receive honours for their curricular and co-
curricular achievements.
After two years of Covid outbreak, Christ School 
ICSE celebrated the 16th Annual Cultural 
Extravaganza, EXCELSIOR – 2K23 on Friday, 
February 10, 2023. Christ School ICSE family 
dedicated this Mega Event to the least privileged in 
the society especially the children with special 
need, the deaf and the dumb. The entire school 
premises were decorated beautifully for the event. 
Mr. K Joseph Samuel, Retired Colonel and 
Executive Director of Deccan Aviation and a social 
reformer was the Chief Guest of the programme. 
Rev. Dr. Paul Achandy CMI, Rector of Dharmaram 
College and Manager of Christ School ICSE as the 
President, Dr. Ramalinga Reddy, Member of the 
Karnataka Legislative Assembly as the Guest of 
honour, Sri. G. Manjunath, Ex-Corporator of the S 
G Palaya Ward as Special Invitee, Mrs. Vidushi 
Preethi K, Lecturer Jyothi Nivas College, as the 
Parent Invitee and Miss. Monika and Miss. 
Monisha Manjunath, as the Alumni members of this 
mega event.
The students of classes 1 to 9 put up a spectacular 
show which mesmerize the large and supportive 
audience. The shows include sweet, rhythmic and 
melodious orchestra by more than 100 little 
christites and mind blowing dance performances.  
The various classical, folk, western etc. dance 
performances were rattling and highly energetic.  
An exciting and elegant western dance was 
showcased by the Alumni members 0r 2022 batch.
Along with the exhilarating Cultural Extravaganza, 
the meritorious students were appreciated and 
awarded with prizes and medals for academic and 
other cultural and extra-curricular activities. 
Christ School ICSE has always been the nurturing 
ground for empowering the Christites to excel in all 
the endeavours. We have taken an oath that we will 
never stop working hard to prove our calibre to the 
world around us and this day will surely give us in a 
nutshell the scholastic and non-scholastic growth 
our institution has achieved in this academic year. 
All these direct us to the title of 16th Annual 
Cultural Extravaganza _ Excelsior 
2K23 - Ever Upward and Still 
higher.

Ms. Anitha Joseph
Committee In-charge of 

Annual Day 2K23

ANNUAL DAY 





Christ School ICSE through its social service club has made 

students believe that education and learning also happen beyond the 

walls of the classroom. Every effort is made to build awareness, 

sensitivity, and empathy in our students. During the current 

academic year students were taken to ASWAS, a community service 

center, run by CMI Fathers to experience and live with those who 

are suffering and less fortunate. 

This exposure led the social service club to raise funds during the 

annual day to help the needy. Students got engaged in making paper 

bags and packing snacks in a hygienic way. Students in large 

numbers bought snacks coupons and supported the 

cause. 

This activity has made students feel that they have 

some role in society. Students have become light in 

the lives of the less privileged.
Ms Lourdu Prema M.C



A seminar on the "Impact of Educators' Mindset on The 
Holistic Development of Learners" was held at the Christ 
Kengeri campus on 4th February. The seminar focused on 
the impact of educators' mindsets on learners. The program 
started at 10:30 AM with the welcome address.
The opening remarks and introduction of the program were 
given by Dr. Jonas Richard. He highlighted that teachers 
should take up a different approach as the challenges they 
face today are very different from the older generation. He 
mentioned that the teachers must understand the mental 
health of the students more than their 
intelligence. They have to approach 
students with a positive mindset and a smile 
because the teacher's happiness impacts the 
students. The session was fruitful and 
effective. 

Ms Neenu Joseph

IMPACT OF EDUCATORS' MINDSET ON THE 
HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNERS



" Mission Meditation " was conducted on 
24th February,2023 by Mr Divyesh 
Bhandari who is director Imbroglio 
Production. Imbroglio Production in 
collaboration with the BKWSU has 
launched a Bangalore wide campaign 
called - Mission Meditation. 
The main aim of this session was to teach 
students the unique method of Just A 
Minute Meditation, that has proven to 
burst stress, improve efficiency and stay 
focused while performing daily tasks. Mr. 
Divyesh Bhandari introduced the world-
changing mindfulness technique -'Just-A-
Minute-Meditation'to the students of 
class 8 and 9. 
After the session each child was given a 
pamplet with the message 
" Thoughts that make the 
mind stronger, fresh, and 
flexible to face new 
challenges”.

Ms Namrata

MISSION MEDITATIONMISSION MEDITATION

18th February was a day of blessings and calm spirit. A small yet useful 
session conducted by the Jesus Youth members on that day ,opened our 
eyes to see the love of God and know about it more through the 
experiences shared by each of the member from the team. We got to 
know about how differently God intervened in their lives when they 
totally surrendered themselves into the hands of the Lord. A group of 
32 students of class X attended the programme. The session was 
started by an action song led by Aneesh chettan and an ice breaking 
session by Kitty chechi in which we all got to know about the creative 
nature of each individual through a very thought provoking game. 
After this each member of the Jesus Youth community shared their 
special encounter with Jesus Christ. The session got over by 10:40 am. 
By 11:00a.m. we all assembled at the chapel for the adoration of the 
Holy Eucharist . It was a serene moment filled with the divine grace 
and love of the lord. We experienced his love and divine presence 
among us. It was a very blessed and memorable time for us to 
experience the love of god. The prayer was concluded by the final 
blessing by Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI. After 
which we interceded for the special intentions of 
the Jesus Youth community and our managent. 
After receiving the final refreshment we headed 
towards our home with a new spirit and 
enthusiasm in our hearts. On behalf of all the 
students I thank our Principal Rev. Fr Nilson 
Pallissery CMI, the teachers and 
the management for conducting 
such a graceful session and 
giving us a feel of renewal in 
our hearts. 

Albina Ann Mathew
Class - 10A

A DAY WITH JESUS YOUTH GROUP 



Impossible to I'm possible 

“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.” (Philippians 4:13). As Christians, it is important to take 
time to step back from the chaos of our everyday lives and immerse ourselves in the stillness of God's presence. I 
would like to share a brief but a life filling experience through this article. It was a Saturday 5th March, another 
regular week day and was told to attend a Prayer service. I wasn't sure what I was getting into but the curious 
nature got myself to be a part of it. 
So I, along with my schoolmates brought our enthusiasm to the prayer service themed “I'M Possible”. This event 
took place in the Chavara Auditorium from 8:30 to 11:30 AM. What truly made the time fly by was a team of 
college students called “Jesus Youth” that came as the spiritual drivers to transform our way of perceiving life in 
its totality and shared their God experiences. To tell you more about “Jesus Youth”, as the name says it all, is an 
international Christian Catholic movement that challenges young people to live a meaningful, creative and 
fulfilling life. The conclave of school students, teachers and Jesus Youth came together to rejuvenate faith through 
various activities such as Action songs, various insightful sessions, group activities and finally closing the day 
with Spiritual Adoration. We explore how grace is a gift from God, unearned and undeserved, and how it is the 
foundation of our faith. We also look at the importance of extending grace to others and how it can transform our 
relationships. we explored the concept of surrender. We examined how surrendering our plans and desires to God 
can bring freedom and peace, and how it can help us to trust in God's plan for our lives. We also 
looked at how surrendering our worries and anxieties to God can help us to live in the present 
moment and find joy in the journey. 
A big thank you to our beloved Principal, Fr. Nilson Davis CMI, teachers and most of all Jesus 
Youth team for making this prayer Service “I'M_Possible” truly memorable one.

Merlin Santosh
Class - 9 C



At Nimhans, National Science Day,2023 was 
celebrated after a two-year covid induced 
break, on the 28th February and 1st March. 
On 28th February the students from classes 8 
to 9 and the very next day students of class 5 
to 7 visited   the two-day exhibition themed 
`Global Science for Global wellbeing', was 
held at the Nimhans Convection Centre. 
Around 715 students form classes 5 to 9 got a 
chance to witness this mega event.
Interactive exhibits, demonstrations, 
multimedia presentations and film screenings 
were being part of the exhibition which also 
s h o w c a s e d  c u t t i n g - e d g e  s c i e n t i fi c 
innovations at Nimhans. 
The institute encouraged general public to 
in teract  wi th  c l inic ians ,  sc ient is ts , 
researchers, paramedical staff and students 
working on mental health and neurosciences. 
The event was focused on demonstrating 
how science is happening “all around and not 
just in research labs”.
 Some of the exhibits included human 
anatomy, walkthrough of EEG-a machine 
used for recording the electrical activity of 
the brain, how covid vaccine works, blood 
circulation, facts about the legendary Noble 
prize winner Sir C.V Raman and many more. 
Students had spot quiz and other fun filled 
informative, intellectual, brain storming 
games and the winners were given chocolates 
and other goodies which were related to 
theme on mental health. Nimhans integrated 
centre for Yoga conducted a challenge for the 
students to stand in various 'Asanas'. Dimitra 
of 8 D could put a record of 32 minutes 40 
seconds standing in Vrikshasana.
Students learnt a lot of new things and even 
got hand on experience on our 
internal vital organs.  It was an 
e x c e l l e n t  a n d  e n r i c h i n g 
experience.

Ms Anitha Joseph
Department of Biology

THE VISIT TO SCIENCE MEGA EXPO AT NIMHANS



“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearances of things, but their inward significance.” – Aristotle
On 2nd March, 2023 as a part of the external activity of the club, about 63 members of the literary club including 
the in-charge teachers had a visit to the Kannada Bhavana and Kalakshetra Museum, which exhibits Karnataka’s 
cultural and traditional arts which includes paintings, statues and sculptors.
Ravindra Kalakshetra also referred to as Kannada Bhavana and Kalakshetra  is a cultural centre in Bangalore 
which provides a home for musical, theatrical performances and Kannada literature . Located in heart of 
Bangalore city, it was built to commemorate the birth centenary of Nobel laureate Rabindranath 
Tagore.  
The whole museum is a treasure trove of the history of India, students had a wonderful experience 
and they learned about the history of great men of India and their morals. The laurels, legends, and 
historical facts are connected with an entire spectrum of literature and the life of India. 

Ms Arshiya Tabasum W

A VISIT TO THE KANNADA BHAVANA AND KALASHETRA MUSEUM



Art is the expression of ideas and emotions through a physical medium like painting, sculptures, film, dance, writing, 
photography and theatre. If you love the creative process, maybe you'll devote your life to art.
A beautiful piece of art is one that conquers the theme but also pays homage to it. Art should speak for itself and that's why 
when you go to a gallery, you stare at different pieces and let them talk to you. We the members of the Art Club of classes 5 
to 9 got an opportunity to visit Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath, an Art Gallery on 7th March, 2023.
The Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath is an art museum and gallery containing an eclectic mix of sculptures, both abstract 
and modern, folk and traditional paintings.
The Karnataka Chitrakala Parishath has 18 galleries, out of which 13 museum galleries carry a permanent collection of 
paintings, sculptures and folk art. Five other galleries are permanently rented out to quality exhibitions of works of artists 
from various parts of not only India but also of international bearing.
The museum is a special platform to every art innovated. There was a 
formation in every art which acts from floor to wall, wall to a balanced 
form of art. We saw many beautiful paintings of Himalayan Studies, 
Mysore Folk Art, Watercolour paintings, Paintings of famous Russian 
artist Nicholas Roerich, Indian leather puppets, sculptures made of 
metal, terracotta, wood, etc.
The Parishath runs the College of Fine Arts, a visual arts college and a 
cultural organisation affiliated to Bangalore University.
One of the important events organised annually is the 'Chitra Santhe' an 
Art Mart, a cultural event showcasing affordable art to the public where 
artists from all over India participate in this festival of art. The motto of 
the event is 'Art for All'.
The visit to the Chitrakala Parishath was a wonderful experience to all 
the Art Club students especially for the students who have chosen Art as 
one of their optional subjects. We were deeply inspired by the art exhibits 
and was able to experience the different forms and perspectives of art.
As a great admirer of art I would say it is one of the best place for art 
lovers.
On behalf of the Art Club I would like to thank our beloved Principal Fr. 
Nilson Davis CMI, for giving us this wonderful opportunity and our 

teachers' incharge, who accompanied us and ensured our 
safety throughout the field trip.

Ananya Sateesh
Class - 9E

A VISIT TO KARNATAKA CHITRAKALA PARISHATHA VISIT TO KARNATAKA CHITRAKALA PARISHATH



“Your dedication to your work is helping 
lead us to success!”
Seva Smarana means serve to others. On 
2nd March,2023, a day was set apart to 
celebrate and appreciate the service 
rendered by the non-teaching staff of our 
institution. 
The celebration started with a blissful 
prayer service followed by cultural 
program from students and teachers side. 
A lucky star was selected among the non-
teaching staff and presented a special gift.
The previous day competitions were held 
namely – rangoli, pencil sketch, painting 
and solo song. On the day of celebration a 
games session was conducted where all 
the staffs participated enthusiastically and 
prizes were awarded for the same. 
Non-teaching staffs shared 
their experiences and how 
grateful they were for this 
wonderful celebration 
and they also felt valued 
and accepted.

Ms. Alka

Seva Smarana 2K23





Valuable lessons are hidden everywhere…
All it takes is a good teacher to tell students 
where to look!'

th thOn 10  March 2023, the students of class 9  
thand 10  bid farewell to their dearest Rani 

ma'am through a small program. The students 
shared their experiences and felicitated Rani 
ma'am by their speech, for her 
selfless dedication towards 
them. The students wished her 
much joy and happiness for the 
new chapter of her retired life.

Ms. Indrani Bose

FAREWELL TO Ms. RANI TENY



The Christ School Fraternity celebrated the Feast 
Day of our illustrious Finance Administrator Rev Fr 
Reji Koodapattu, CMI on 20th March 2023. 
A small program was organized to wish the 
celebrant of the day. The choir sang a Festal 
greeting Song. 
Rev Fr Reji is a strong pillar of Christ School. His 
unconditional love and compassion goes beyond 
words. On this day, Fr Reji shared his thoughts and 
views with us. We extend our hearty festal greetings 
to him! May God Bless You Father.
" Wishing you a blessed Feast Day and may your 

love of your Patron Saint bring you 
happiness and peace today and 
everyday." 
         

Ms Maggie D'souza 
Birthday committee

Romans 15: 13

Festal Greetings to Rev Fr Reji Koodapattu, CMI



AWARDS

SAFA KHAN
(Class - I A)

AARADHYA J
(Class - I B)

ADVIK SUJESH
(Class - I C)

RIKHIL S
(Class - I D)

VIHAAN SUVARNA
(Class - I E)

 NIATIKQUA NIMSHI N M
(Class - I F)

JOVIN JIPSON
(Class - I G)

AIRICK H THOMAS
(Class - I H)

CAMIN GEORGE
(Class - II A)

MANASVITHA
(Class - II B)

INFANTRIN FEIVEL M
(Class - II C)

JIYA S PILLAI
(Class - II D)

ADONIS ABRAHAM
(Class - II E)

MOHAMMED RIDAAN KHAN
(Class - II F)

YASH B S
(Class - II G)

CHAMARTI AADYASRI
(Class - II H)

 NAYANIKA P S
(Class - III A)

AKSHARA NAGARAJA D
(Class - III B)

ANDRELLA SHARON
(Class - III C)

CHAADURYA S

(Class - III D)

NEIL RIAAN NAVADA

(Class - III E)

NIKHITHA S M

(Class - III F)

KEERTHAN CAVERAPPA A H

(Class - III G)

ARADHYA

(Class - III H)

GAURI K ARUN

(Class - IV A)

Proficiency Award 2022-23



CATHERINE GEORGE
(Class - IV B)

NAKSHATRA K S
(Class - IV C)

JAFLIN REANTA
(Class - IV D)

MOHITHA N
(Class - IV E)

EVA GLADSON
(Class - IV F)

AARUSH S
(Class - IV G) (Class - IV H)

AYESHA SUHANA NATHEL MONCY KUNJUMON
(Class - V A)

SHAHRAAN ASGHAR
(Class - V B) (Class - V C)

HANNAH TREESA GEORGE

GAURISHA ARYA
(Class - V D)

RITHISH S
(Class - V E)

RAHINI RAGHUNATH SINGH
(Class - V F)

NEELANJANA LIMA
(Class - V G)

JONATHAN K P
(Class - V H)

OVIYA SETTU
(Class - VI A)

GAURANGI SHEEL
(Class - VI B)

ARNAB KUMAR NATH
(Class - VI C)

KUVALINI L
(Class - VI D)

TANMAYI HARISH
(Class - VI E)

GURUTHEJAS
(Class - VI F)

SHRIYA J
(Class - VI G)

SHUSHIL S
(Class - VI H)

NANDAN S
(Class - VII A)

ANANYA KRISHNA
(Class - VII B)

ABHISHEK A
(Class - VII C)

DEEKSHA K C
(Class - VII D)

NAIDHRUVA PATEL
(Class - VII E)

ANAGHA ABHINAV KRISHNA
(Class - VII F)

THEJASWI Y
(Class - VIII A)



BETH GEORGE
(Class - VIII B)

ELSA MARIA CHARLY
(Class - VIII C)

DIMPLE S
(Class - VIII D)

DHRUTI D
(Class - VIII E)

MELVIN SHIBU
(Class - VIII F)

 JYOTI DHAMI
(Class - IX A)

KIRAN KUMAR V
(Class - IX B)

SHRIYA SANJAY DHAVALI
(Class - IX C)

AISHWARYA K
(Class - IX D)

PARTHA L PRAKASH
(Class - IX E)

SPOORTHI S SHETTY
(Class - IX F)

KISA Talent Search Examination (TSE)

The Karnataka ICSE Schools Association (KISA) 
was established in the year 2009.Where all the 
schools in Karnataka collaborate and discussed issues 
pertaining to schools affiliated to CISCE.
This Association provides an ideal platform to the 
schools to organize and execute various competitions 
for the students of the member schools.
One such competition is the Talent Search 
Examination (TSE). The TSE exams was conducted 

thon 7  November 2022.In which there were 2053 
students who had participated. The TSE syllabus 
touched Environmental, heaths, sports, politics, 
mathematics and current affairs. 
It's a saying that “A little progress each day adds up to 
Big result” and our school was awarded the Second 
place for the maximum number of 
participants for TSE exams by the 
Karnataka ICSE Schools Association 
(KISA)

Ms. Pronita Kindo



To enhance the skill of understanding, the application of concepts and to develop IQ, 
logical and analytical thinking of student; Deepika children's league conducted DCL 
IQ scholarship examination for classes I to X.  464 students from classes 1 to 9 
registered for the examination. DCL IQ scholarship exam was conducted on 21st 
November 2022. The result is announced on16th January 2023.  Master Haifa Hashik 

of class 1 has secured 2nd Rank, received cash award of 4000 Rupees, 
Gold medal and merit certificate. 18 students from different classes also 
won cash award, gold medal and merit certificates. 118 students 
received gold medal and certificates. Kudos to all the winners & 
participants!

Ms Rani Teny

The Smart class awards a 
remarkable initiative by our 
discipline committee under 
the able guidance of our 
principle and coordinators 
has been doing wonders in 
i n c u l c a t i n g  t h e  b e s t 
character and personalities 
in our students and at the 
same time their teachers. 
In this regard some classes 
have won the smart class 
award ones , twice and some 
classes went to a great extent 
of perfection by winning the 
award thrice and more; and 
were also honoured by our 
beloved principal  with 
special awards on 22nd 
February,2023.
But no matter the number of 
wins, one thing that our 
students never gave up was 
the progress and efforts to be 
t h e  b e s t .  S i n c e r e  a n d 
heartfelt appreciations to 
each and every student and 
their teachers who strive up 
to progress over perfection.  
Congratulations to all the 
classes who 
k e p t  t h e i r 
spirits high 
and won the 
smart class 
awards.

Ms.Sharfunnisa
Discipline Committee

Class - 3H Class - 4E

Class - 5A Class - 6G

Class - 7B Class - 8A

Class - 9C Class - 10A

DCL IQ SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION

 Haifa Hashik
Class - I E

Smart Class Award winners for winning more than thrice



Harshitha Nambiar 

   I am an ambivert who

 fiercely protects her loved

 ones. I cherish even e

 smallest impact at I can 

make in my students' lives. 

*My birth date: 4 January

*Zodiac:   Capricorn 

*My hobbies:   reading, listening to music, playing the Piano, occasional 
                        indulgence in classical dance, traveling,
                        keeping my cat entertained. 

*Favourite colour:  All dark colours 

*Favourite movie:   Most, if not all of the movies under the
                                 Marvel and DC universe.

*Quality I admire about myself:  Steadfastness

*Favourite food: Mum's homemade food 

*Ambition as a kid:  To be an educator 

*Favourite book:    The Harry Potter series 

*Dream destination:  Japan, Bora Bora

*Favourite subject as a student:  English

*Favourite quote/Motto in life  :  Be independent, be kind, do what makes 
                                                        you happy and don't let life bring you down.

My educational background:
 BA English (Honours), 

MA Educational Leadership and Management 



Namrata B N

Happy go lucky

 person. 

*My birth date: 23rd December

*Zodiac:   Capricorn

*My hobbies:   cooking and listening to songs 

*Favourite colour:   White

*Favourite movie:    I like all suspense movies. 

*Quality I admire about myself:  Be Happy And Make Others Happy 
                                                        To Gain Blessings. 

*Favourite food:  Puliyogare and curd rice.  

*Ambition as a kid:  To be a nurse. 

*Favourite book:  Suppandi Stories. 

*Dream destination:   Madhuban

*Favourite subject as a student:  Drawing

*Favourite quote/Motto in life  :  Check your faults and observe the 
                                                         virtues of others.

My educational background:
M. Sc  B. Ed
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Editorial Board :   Ms. Mini Manuel, Ms. Divya P M, Ms. Pooja Neogi & Ms. Vidya  

         Email: christnewsletter2015@gmail.com

RIDDLE WINNERS - DECEMBER & JANUARY

Sera Sijo Cheenikkal (2A)  Ryan Sijo Cheenikkal (3G) Mohammed Arhan Ulla Shariff (5A) Sheril Alphonsa Stalin (6 C)

Sadashiva Pai (6 F)  Nandita Maria Julia (7 C) Sangel Antony (6 F) Vidhuna V (7 F) Likitha R (8 F)

 Prarthana M Vinodha (1G)
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